To address issues and concern on the internship, practicum, on the job training and other field assignments of students as a requirement before graduation in college, six deans and one assistant vice president of MSEUF attended the First Calabarzon Academe-Industry Linkages Summit at the Ugnayang La Salle in the De La Salle University – Dasmariñas, Dasmariñas, Cavite, Oct. 25.

The Summit is the banner project of the Regional Development Council Region IV-A’s Special Committee on Strengthening Academe-Industry Linkages (SCS A-IL) where MSEUF president Naila E. Leveriza is a member of the Board of Directors. The whole day Summit centered on three Sessions namely: Session 1 - Context and Imperative Partnership, Session 2 - Identifying Areas for Academe-Industry Collaboration and Session 3 - Commitment Setting. In between session was an open forum handled by Region IV-A NEDA Assistant Regional Director Gina T. Gacusan.

Assistant Secretary Anna Ma. Rosario Diaz-Robeniol of DTI discussed the game plan for closer regional integration, its implications, imperatives and the economic cooperation.


Commissioner Ruperto S. Sangalang of CHED underscored the methods and resources on strengthening academe-industry partnerships towards the realization of the mutual recognition arrangements.

MSEUF participants assigned to facilitate in the five breakout groups were Dr. Guillermo M. Rago Jr. (CTED), Automotive and Electronics; Dr. Claudia Odette J. Ayala (CAS), IT and BPM; Dean Rodrigo C. Belleza Jr. (CCS), IT and BPM; Prof. Catherine D. Limjuco, assistant to the dean CBA; (Standing) Dr. Guillermo M. Rago Jr., CETD; Ar. Jennifer SA Sanchez, CAFA, and Dean Rodrigo C. Belleza Jr.; CCS represent the MSEUF to the First Calabarzon Academe-Industry Linkages Summit at the De La Salle University – Dasmariñas, Oct. 25.

Seven heads attend academe-industry summit.
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